Test of exotic scalar and tensor interactions in K_e3 decay using stopped positive kaons by Levchenko, A S










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































. Within the Standard Model (SM), due to W{boson exchange, no terms





from electroweak radiative corrections is negligibly small and, therefore,




would signal new physics beyond the SM. Actually,
such deviations from zero for these form factors were measured in [1, 3], but were





sensitivity similar to Refs. [1,3].
In this paper, we present results of a reanalysis of K
e3
data taken with the E246
detector at the KEK 12{GeV proton synchrotron. The rst result obtained using
this data set was published in [4].
2 Experiment







 decay. The experimental arrangement is shown in Fig. 1, and is
described in detail elsewhere [5{8]. Kaons with P
K
+
= 660 MeV/c are identied by
a Cherenkov counter, slowed in a BeO degrader and then stopped in a target array of
256 scintillating bers located at the center of a 12-sector superconducting toroidal
spectrometer. Charged particles from kaon decays in the target were tracked by
means of multiwire proportional chambers at the entrance (C2) and exit (C3 and
C4) of each magnet sector, along with the target and a scintillation ring hodoscope
around the target. The momentum resolution of 
p
= 2:6 MeV/c at p = 205 MeV/c







The energies and angles of the photons from 
0
decays are measured by a CsI(Tl)
photon detector consisting of 768 modules [6]. The photon detector covers a solid
angle of 3 steradians, with openings for the beam entry and exit and 12 holes for
charged particles to pass into the magnet gaps. The photon energy was obtained by
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Figure 1: The layout of the E246 set{up
crystal. The position of the photon cluster is determined using an energy-weighted
\center-of-gravity" method. To suppress accidental background from the beam,
timing information from each crystal was used. A time resolution of 3.8 nsec () for
the wide photon energy range of 10{220 MeV was achieved. The energy resolution





' 3:0% at E














were obtained in the experiment [6,9].
The study of the K
e3
decay required a trigger condition dierent from that of









 2 GapV eto: (2)
The Cherenkov condition C
K





, delayed by 2 nsec, and the ducial counters (Fid
i
) for the
charged particles eliminates the triggers due to decays in ight. The time of ight
signal from the corresponding gap (TOF2
i
) completes the charged particle trigger
condition. The trigger also required two hits in the CsI (2). The requirement
GapV eto eliminates events where the charged particle may have lost energy in the











events were selected using the following requirements. A clean hit pattern in
the target and a delayed decay at least 2 nsec after the K
+
arrival time measured
by Cherenkov counter suppressed the K
+
decays-in-ight. Cuts on the charged-

















by a cut on the track reconstruction 
2
< 14. The photon conversion events were
suppressed by requiring single hits in the ring and ducial counters and a single track
in the target. Events with more than two hits in the electromagnetic calorimeter









muons was derived from the time-
of-ight (TOF) measurement between the ducial counters and scintillating counters
(TOF2) located at the exit of each spectrometer gap (see Fig. 1). The mass squared








where L and  are the length and time of ight of the charged particle between
ducial and TOF2 counters, and c is the speed of light in vacuum. The TOF
resolution is 
TOF
= 300 ps, and the mass squared spectrum is shown in Fig. 2.









Compared to the analysis of [4], improvements in reconstruction of the charged
particle track were made. In the new analysis, information about the kaon stopping
position from the target (x; y) and ring counter (z) was included in the momentum
reconstruction routine. The reconstruction of the 
0
kinematics was also improved
by using tighter time windows in the CsI and improved calibration. The Monte
Carlo routines properly included the correct kaon stopping distribution in the tar-
get and the electromagnetic shower leakage eects in the CsI. This allowed us to use
all CsI crystals for reconstruction of the 
0
, while in Ref. [4] events were rejected
where either photon hit a crystal adjacent to the 12 charged-partilcle holes. Overall
optimization resulted in approximately a factor of four increase in acceptance. For
0.65-T magnetic eld we extracted 102k good K
e3
events with background contam-
ination of 0.21% from K
3
and 0.34% from K
2
decays.




opening angle and the opening angle between
photons from 
0
!  for K
e3
decay is shown in Fig. 3. Energy spectra of the K
e3
decay are shown in Fig. 4.
The extraction method for the parameters is based on comparison of the exper-
imental and Monte Carlo Dalitz distributions. If one allows for the existence of the
















































); (c) reconstructed TOF mass squared of e
+
; (d) energy deposit of e
+
in









; b) angle between photons 
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where n is the number of bins over the Dalitz plot, N
MC
i
the number of Monte Carlo
events in each bin, and N
exp
i
the number of experimental events in each bin.
Within the Standard Model the only parameter to be obtained is 
+
. It can be






















), and, therefore, 
+





















dependence of this ratio shown in Fig. 5 allows us to determine the value

+
= 0:0278  0:0016(stat).






, the Dalitz distribution














, was preferred instead of pion energy E

0
in order to reduce a sys-
tematic error related to the energy leakage in the electromagnetic calorimeter. The
bin sizes chosen were P
e
+








tions to the Dalitz plot were taken into account according to Ginsberg [11]. The

2
between experimental and Monte Carlo Dalitz distributions was minimized by
a program based on MINUIT [12]. The values obtained for 
+
, and the scalar and
tensor form factors are

+










(0) = 0:019  0:080(stat): (7)
Since our analysis relies on the proper detector responses used by the Monte Carlo
simulation, comparisons and checks were made wherever possible. For example, to
check the values obtained and to see possible unknown systematic eects, a similar





was also performed. From this approach it
was found that 
+




(0) = 0:001  0:018(stat), and
8
(q/m  )pi 2
Figure 5: The q
2












(0) = 0:007 0:100(stat). No signicant variations of the 
+
value were seen,
and values of the form factors were consistent with zero within a 1  uncertainty.
The main sources of systematic errors were related to detector ineÆciencies, mis-
alignments of the detector elements, background contamination, and uncertainties
connected to the Monte Carlo simulation. All these sources were studied and the
estimations of the systematic errors are presented in Table 1.
4 Result




events. We have obtained

+
= 0:0278  0:0017(stat) 0:0015(syst)
f
S
= 0:0040  0:0160(stat) 0:0067(syst)
f
T
= 0:019  0:080(stat) 0:038(syst): (8)
Using only one data set at B=0.65 T, we have improved statistical errors by a factor






were reduced by the factors 2.0, 2.1,
and 2.4, respectively, compared to our previous result [4]. This result is in agreement
with the Standard Model prediction and there is no evidence for a deviation from
zero for the values of scalar and tensor form factors. We expect to further improve
our accuracy after completing the analysis of the K
e3
data accumulated at B=0.9 T.
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MWPC's misalignment 0.0006 0.0010 0.0022
MWPC's spatial resolution 0.0002 0.0010 0.0010
e
+
identication 0.0007 0.0022 0.0004
Bremsstrahlung 0.0010 0.0015 0.0280

2
cut point 0.0001 0.0010 0.0018










conversion 0.0001 0.0018 0.0100
Pile-up in the CsI 0.0004 0.0013 0.0015
Total 0.0015 0.0067 0.0380
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